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Abstract
I have a big white block. It’s mine and I love it. It’s just like me- when I’m happy (and I
mostly am) it bursts into yellow...
I HAVE a big white block. It's mine and I love it. It's just like me — when I'm happy (and I mostly am) it bursts 
into yellow. Then I climb on top of it and yell to anyone 
who's around, "Come up and sing with me!" I would pull 
anyone up if he were light enough. I skip and scuff and sit 
on the edge of my block. Then I kick my heels into it as 
hard as I can. It never hurts the block. When I'm happiest, 
the block is its happiest yellow. 
I preach on top, but no one understands. I tell everyone 
that the world is good and all can have as many all-day suck-
ers as they want without getting sick and that every story has 
a happy ending. But my block turns yellow like a lemon, 
sort of sick. 
When no one comes up, I look around and see them. 
They are all sitting on their yellow blocks that look like a 
thousand suns. The sight blinds me and I start to cry — the 
tears splatter my block maroon, and pretty soon it all runs 
together and the whole thing is maroon. Then the people 
turn maroon and it seeps down and colors their yellow 
blocks. I hate my block and lie down. Oh, it's such a silly old 
block. It's all lumpy and hard but I don't care. I go to sleep 
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because there is nothing better to do. Maybe when I wake 
up the maroon will be all gone, but I really don't care. 
I wake up and my block nearly lets me roll off. It's all 
springy and light and we're moving! I look up — everything 
is blue — even my block is fading into a light blue. The awful 
maroon is struggling at the ends but the blue will win. We 
are going to visit God today. He is waiting for me to come 
and see him, and we float through marshmallows. He is 
singing in my ear — but I can hardly hear Him. I cough and 
I can't hear Him anymore. God is a buttercup petal that will 
wrap me up. I look everywhere for Him, but as soon as I 
try to step on the marshmallows they move away. Oh, I want 
Him so much. But He is hiding. Maybe He withered up. 
The marshmallows start multiplying and zooming around my 
head. 
They turn gray — it's gropy gray everywhere but I still 
look. I run back and forth on my block. Why is it hard to 
lift my feet? Oh nol My purple gray block — no! It's soft 
like a wet marshmallow, I can't move. Can't anyone pull me 
out? I'm being punished for making God wither. But I like 
being different. I bet no one else is suffering like me! I 
wish I could suffer for everyone . . . 
There is a door. I have to open it — Oh! I'm standing on 
a shadow. It can hold me up. It's the shadow of my block — 
my red block. I'm safe. 
Since there are rungs in the sides, I climb. On top —a 
huge pile of paper squares, red and green ones. I have to cut 
them out and put them in place. I'm going to be neat. It's 
nice to be neat. Pasting them down is hard — you can only 
do one at a time. I can't wait to see my block all checkered. 
I'll look now. 
Oh! It's raining! The colors are running and there are 
only squiggles of gray mixed with the paste. My block starts 
spinning and I am lying in the grass looking up at it — now 
it's a rainbow. With every whirl I see a new color. Stop, 
block — I want everyone to see you. You are a giant kaleida-
scope in the sky. But every time I try to hold you to show 
you, you change. Excuse my block, people. You will just 
have to lie here with me if you want to see — I can't bring 
it to you, if you know what I mean. 
